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The concept of green environment, security of oil supply, and the increased use of 
renewable energy resources (RES) in power grids are all factors that are increasing the 
focus on Electric Vehicles (EVs). The charging of these EVs can be a relatively large 
load in the distribution grid. If the charging is not managed properly the distribution grid 
can be affected negatively. Therefore, charging EVs without any negative impacts on the 
distribution grid is important for their successful integration in large numbers.  
This work is intended to develop a communication free i.e. an autonomous voltage 
feedback control structure, for EV charging. This control structure relies on the local 
voltage measurement at the point where EV is plugged in. It compares the system 
measured voltage at the point of charging with a predefined reference voltage. The EV 
charging is reduced as the system voltage approaches this reference. The reduced 
charging rate takes into account the EV battery state of charge (SOC) and the owner’s 
end-of-charge time (ECT) preference. The proposed control structure has been simulated 
on an eighteen bus distribution system. The performance of the control strategy has been 
tested under the presence of voltage control devices. A contingency analysis was also 
performed to ensure the system’s robustness. The simulation results show that this 
 xix 
 
method can successfully reduce EV charging to eliminate system voltage violations that 
would otherwise be caused from EV charging while ensuring fairness among the various 
EVs. In addition, these results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in 
flattening the distribution feeder’s load profile during periods of intense charging and 
robustness under certain contingencies. The proposed strategy is also tested on Real Time 
Digital Simulator (RTDS). A basic incentive program is also proposed for those EV 
owners who would participate in the proposed program. 
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 ملخص الرسالة
  
  
  رتخاغوث محمد عاصم  :لاسم الكاملالا
  
  عملية شحن المركبات الكھربائية الموصولة بالشبكاتنظام اتصال مستقل لتنظيم  عنوان الرسالة:
  
  الھندسة الكھربائية التخصص:
  
  3102كانون الأول  :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
  
مفھوم البيئة الخضراء والأمان في تزويد الوقود والزيادة في استخدام مصادر الطاقة المتجددة كلھا عوامل من شأنھا 
(. تُعد عملية شحن المركبات الكھربائية حمل كھربائي ثقيل نسبيا sVE) الكھربائيةزيادة التركيز على المركبات 
بالنسبة لشبكات التوزيع الكھربائي. عدم إدارة عملية الشحن على الأغلب سيؤثر سلبا على شبكات توزيع الكھرباء. 
باء يعد أمراً مھماً لنجاح من أجل ذلك, شحن المركبات الكھربائية بدون أي تأثير سلبي على شبكات توزيع الكھر
  تضمين عدد أكبر منھا على ھذه الشبكات. 
البحثي,يتم تطوير ھيكلية تحكم مستقلة، أي دون الحاجة لأي اتصال عن بعد، بالتغذية الراجعة للفولتية  في ھذا العمل
س الجھد المحلي على )فرق الجھد( لأجل لشحن المركبات الكھربائية. تعتمد ھذه الھيكلية الخاصة بالتحكم على قيا
النقطة المربوطة عليھا المركبة الكھربائية. تقوم عملية التحكم بمقارنة قيمة الجھد الُمقاس في النقطة التي يتم الشحن 
منھا مع القيمة المرجعية للجھد والتي تم تحديدھا مسبقا. يتم تقليل شحن المركبات الكھربائية حتى يصل الجھد للقيمة 
ويات نسبة التقليل في الشحن الأخذ بعين الاعتبار حالة الشحن لبطارية المركبة الكھربائية )كمية المرجعية. من أول
الطاقة المتوفرة في البطارية( و وقت الانتھاء المفضل لعملية الشحن بالنسبة لمستخدم ھذه المركبة. يتم عمل محاكاة 
وي على ثمانية عشر نقطة توزيع للكھرباء. يتم عن طريق ھيكلية التحكم المقترحة على نظام توزيع كھربائي يحت
فحص أداء ھيكلية التحكم في ظل وجود أجھزة التحكم بالجھد )الفولتية(. يتم تمثيل تحليلات الحالات الطارئة وذلك من 
أجل ضمان الحفاظ على متانة النظام الكھربائي. تظھر النتائج الناجمة من عملية المحاكاة أن ھذه الطريقة تستطيع 
تقليل عملية شحن المركبة الكھربائية على إزالة أي انتھاك للجھد التي قد تحدث بسبب عملية شحن نفس ھذه المركبة 
بدون وجود أي طريقة للتحكم بشحنھا مع ضمان عملية شحن المركبات بشكل عادل بين جميع المركبات الكھربائية 
مدى فعالية الطريقة المطروحة في عملية تنعيم الحمل  المربوطة بالشبكة. بالإضافة إلى ذلك, ھذه النتائج تشرح
الكھربائي على طول خط التوزيع الواحد في فترات ذروة عملية الشحن وأيضا توضح مدى متانة النظام في ظل 
 وجود الحالات الطارئة )التغيرات الفجائية(. أيضا تم اختبار الاستراتيجية المقترحة على نظام المحاكاة الرقمية للوقت
المشاركة  الحقيقي. بالإضافة لكل ذلك، يتم اقتراح برنامج تحفيزي أساسي لمالكي المركبات الكھربائية الراغبين في
 في البرنامج المقترح.
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
The concept of green environment, security of oil supply, and the increased use of 
renewable energy resources (RES) in power grids are all factors that are increasing the 
focus on electric vehicles (EVs). The charging of these EVs can be a relatively large load 
in the distribution grid. If the charging is not managed properly the distribution grid can 
be affected negatively. Therefore, charging EVs without any negative impacts on the 
distribution grid is important for their successful integration in large numbers. Various 
methods have been proposed to control EV charging to prevent negative impacts on the 
distribution system. These methods can be categorized into either centralized or 
decentralized charge control strategies. In general, centralized charge control strategies 
require developed communication infrastructure. The main advantages of decentralized 
control are that there is reduced communications infrastructure required and reduced 
computational burden. 
In this work, a voltage-feedback-based control strategy is introduced to manage electric 
vehicle charging. This control strategy requires no communications from the utility as the 
controller’s only input signal is the local nodal voltage at the charging point. It also 
ensures that the distribution feeder voltages will never vary outside of the voltage limits 
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set by the respective distribution system in the country of operation. Moreover, the said 
strategy will simplify the electricity market structure as it can be implemented even in the 
absence of aggregators.  
This work will involve designing distributed voltage feedback controllers installed either 
at the EVs or at the charge stations. Each controller receives as an input the local nodal 
voltage at the charging point. Based on this input and on other considerations, the 
controller decides on the charging rate for the EV. The strategy will be tested on an 
eighteen bus distribution network. 
1.2 Literature Review 
Electric vehicles have started to gain public acceptance. This is due to desires for reduced 
environmental impacts and local energy dependence. Forecasts of EV sales worldwide 
are expected to exceed 10 million by 2020 [1]. Integrating electric vehicles (EVs) into the 
power grid without any negative impacts is important for their successful adoption in 
large numbers. While EVs have many positive benefits, such as reduced local emissions 
and petroleum independence, their charging can have adverse effects on the grid. While 
problems on the bulk power system are possible for large numbers of EVs [2],[3] impacts 
on the distribution system are expected to be significant. These impacts include line 
overloads, voltage sags, increased losses, sharp peak demands, and loss of equipment life 
[4]–[12]. However, it has been shown that through controlled charging, the negative 
impacts of EV charging can be significantly reduced and the number of EVs able to be 
integrated increases significantly [10],[13]–[17]. 
Several ways have been proposed in order to control EV charging to prevent negative 
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impacts on the distribution system. These methods can be broken into centralized 
charging control, decentralized charging control and autonomous charging control.  
1.2.1 Centralized Charging Control 
Most methods have focused on centralized charge scheduling and control. In  [13], [14] 
the focus was to optimize the charging EVs with the objective of minimizing distribution 
system losses based on system forecasted load profile and EV availability. This had the 
effect of lowering the distribution system peak load and improving the voltage profile 
and load factor. It was shown in [15] that charging to minimize losses also helps mitigate 
severe transformer loading and extends transformer life over uncontrolled charging. The 
authors of [16] focused on integrating EVs by minimizing the distribution system load 
variance and found that it was also an effective method of flattening the feeder load 
profile. In [17] it was proven that minimizing feeder losses, minimizing feeder load 
variance, and maximizing feeder load factor are equivalent and that maximizing the 
feeder load factor is the simplest to compute. This work also utilized feeder load 
forecasts. In [18] a minimum cost formulation is developed for charging EVs that seeks 
to use dynamic real-time pricing to schedule EVs to when the price, and thus the load, is 
lower. Optimal price and losses based charging methods were compared in [19]. It was 
found that a price optimal formulation can sometimes cause distribution system overloads 
in the night hours due to low system prices but loss optimization would always flatten the 
load profile as much as possible. 
Not all of the centralized charging control methods involve optimization. One work 
proposes a centralized charging control that allows the EVs to find, via a distributed 
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communication network either the closest charging station, and then only be allowed to 
charge if there are no network constraints, or the charging station that will allow for the 
quickest charge [20]. Another method communicates with the smart meters and 
appliances of the homes and shifts EV charging to off peak hours if the required demand 
is too high [21]. In another scheme, utilities allocate a fixed amount of energy for each 
distribution system based on the predicted supply. The energy allocation is 
communicated to the Substation Control Center where EVs will submit charging 
requests. The requests are either accepted or rejected based on the utility set limits [22]. 
Another work by the same authors proposed allowing certain customers to pay a 
premium for faster charging at the expense of the other EVs on the network [23].  
A special case of centralized charge control is Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), the provision of 
energy and ancillary services to the grid from an electric vehicle [20]–[26] Several 
studies have shown that a significant facilitator of V2G is aggregators which combine the 
capacities of many EVs to bid into the appropriate electricity markets [26]–[28]. In [26] 
the aggregator concept framework is explained as to what services the aggregator would 
provide and how it would interface with the customers. In [27] the importance of 
aggregators was demonstrated by showing that the availability factor of the EVs to 
perform ancillary services cannot reach the same level of current generators without 
aggregators. In [28] it was shown how aggregators could simplify the dispatch of EVs to 
perform V2G while keeping all of the EVs at the necessary state of charge. 
Recently there has been a flurry of activity surrounding more detailed applications of 
V2G and aggregated interface. It has been shown that EVs can be dispatched to follow 
system regulation signals [29],[30]. Simulations have shown that the EVs acting as smart 
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storage can provide fast and accurate responses for frequency regulation and spinning 
reserves to aid in the integration of wind and solar power [31]–[34]. These studies, 
however, did not consider market conditions when determining the amount of regulation 
services to be provided and there was no optimization of the V2G assets. Market 
conditions and asset optimization are essential to effectively use V2G. Another important 
study looked at the potential to provide V2G regulation and spinning reserves based on 
EV availability [34]. This study looked at the available EVs to perform V2G both from 
monthly averages and using Monte Carlo simulations. This study also did not perform 
any optimization of the V2G assets. 
Several studies have looked at optimization of V2G assets from the aggregator 
perspective. In [35], an optimal charging sequence for EVs selling only regulation is 
formulated. This formulation assumes that periods of charging are decoupled from 
periods of performing regulation, that is, the POP is always zero when performing 
regulation. It also does not deal with any uncertainty. In [35], smart charging 
optimization without V2G and optimized V2G with only regulation is formulated. This 
formulation did not consider the change in battery SOC from dispatch of regulating 
power through symmetric bidding of regulation up and down. It also does not address 
uncertainty in prices or EV availability. The study in [36], allowed for full optimal V2G 
implementation, including asymmetric bidding and combined bidding of multiple V2G 
services. It looked at EV availability, price uncertainty, and dispatch uncertainty in only a 
deterministic manner, however, which may expose the aggregator and customers to 
undue risk. Another problem with [35]-[36] is that they deal with bidirectional power 
flow to the EVs. Bidirectional V2G may not be widely adopted due to battery 
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degradation issues, battery warrantee issues, and customer concerns. In [37], an optimal 
bidding formulation for EVs performing regulation up and down with only unidirectional 
power flow was developed. The simulations were performed on a simulated market with 
constant prices of regulation services over the study year. None of the V2G studies, 
however, address examine charging impacts on the distribution system and they require 
significant communications bandwidth to dispatch the EVs so frequently. Additionally, 
the optimization requires significant computational power by the centralized controller. 
1.2.2 Decentralized Charging Control 
Some other methods have focused on decentralized control and optimization of EV 
charging. Decentralized control has the advantages of reduced communications 
infrastructure required and reduced computational burden. In [38] the coordination of 
EVs was performed using non-cooperative games to minimize generation cost. A 
distributed algorithm utilizing the forecasted grid power demand, number of vehicles, and 
state of battery state of charge (SOC) was proposed in [39] to level the load at night. 
Another algorithm that was developed is based on EVs setting their own charge profile 
based on price forecasts [40]. A utility can then adjust the price signals sent to the EVs as 
necessary to achieve the desired total load profile. Another decentralized method focuses 
on managing all of the charging within a parking lot while the parking lot is given its own 
maximum charge rate[41]. In [42], a multi-agent system was proposed to optimize the 
charging of EVs on the distribution system. All of these methods and other similar 
decentralized charging methods rely on communications from the utility of some sort. In 
[43] authors have developed a decentralized EV charging algorithm through solution of 
an optimal control problem. That problem is based upon all available information 
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(forecasted total power demand, estimated number of EVs and their plug-off time, SOC) 
and EV’s charging power determined by a centralized controller. 
1.2.3 Autonomous Charging Control 
5 A few communication-free EV charging strategies have been developed to allow 
autonomous charging control. In [44] a rule based algorithm is developed that analyzes 
the distribution system and then imposes the necessary constraints in the cars 
programming. These constraints limit the maximum current that the EV can charge at 
during different times of the day and are static values. In [45], it was assumed that each 
charging station is equipped with a fuzzy controller. The controller inputs are the nodal 
voltage, i.e. the voltage at the charging point and the EV battery SOC. Based on these 
inputs, the controller decides on the actual power draw of the battery. Despite its novelty, 
the fuzzy controller tuning requires extensive effort. Comparable performance can be 
obtained using simpler control structures. Lopes et al. [46] introduced a voltage-feedback, 
frequency-feedback control structure for bi-directional V2G within a micro grid. The 
results showed the effectiveness of this structure in preventing voltage and frequency 
violations. However, the issue of fairness among EVs connected to different nodes in the 
system was not addressed. Additionally, a micro grid is a unique system where the 
voltage more closely related to the power balance than in the larger distribution system. 
SOC dependency of charging rate was not considered, either.  
6 A recent work in [47] proposed an autonomous distributed V2G control strategy 
combined with smart charging control. This control scheme utilized the fact that RES 
power fluctuations directly results in the frequency fluctuations. Hence the authors made 
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use of storage capability of EV battery for providing distributed spinning reserve during 
the periods of imbalances due to RES along with charging EVs for the next trips. It 
presented a droop control based in frequency deviation. The frequency is measured 
locally at the EV charging outlet, hence eliminating the need for system wide information 
exchange. Although [47] dealt with an excellent detailed modeling and signal routing for 
EV charger, it analyzes an ideal situation by lumping 20000 EVs without taking into 
account the details of distribution system. Moreover, it also lacks the analysis of EV 
charging impact on grid voltage and load profile.  In another recent publication [48], 
authors have proposed an autonomous control strategy based on local voltage and current 
measurements. The control scheme is simulated on a low voltage residential network 
with only three EVs connected on different buses. The network operated in both grid 
connected and islanded mode and hence making it a bi-directional problem. The smaller 
size of the system makes it infeasible to discuss and analyze impacts of EV charging on 
the overall load profile of the distribution system. It also lacks discussion about fairness 
in charging among the three EVs. Richardson et al. [49] proposed and compared local 
and centralized charging strategies for EVs. It is basically an optimization problem; the 
optimization is performed by the charger / charging station. With reference to local 
charging strategy, it contributes towards communication free charging, however it lacks 
the idea of fair charging, moreover the optimization done by every charger involves extra 
calculation burden.  
The concept of communication-free charging introduced in [50] presents a basic, simple, 
and fair charging strategy based on local nodal voltages. It proposed an on/off control 
strategy that eliminates voltage violations, prevents line overloads, and flattens the load 
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profile. Fairness is ensured because the controllers for the EVs at downstream nodes have 
lower voltage set points than those at upstream nodes. This work utilizes four different 
types of charging scenarios namely opportunistic charging, basic proportional charging 
based on flat voltage reference, SOC-independent charging & SOC-dependent charging. 
This effective autonomous control scheme proved to coordinate among the EVs 
connected to the distribution nodes so that voltage violations are avoided. The scheme 
resulted in a flattened EV charging profile and consequently a smoother voltage profile 
during times of EV charging. 
1.3 Outcome of Literature Review 
It is evident from the literature that for the case of centralized charging, the strategy 
requires significant communication installations for dispatching the EVs along with a 
powerful and efficient computational system that will do the necessary optimization for 
EV scheduling. The literature for decentralized charging approach revealed that this 
strategy requires some sort of communication from the utility or Distribution System 
Operator (DSO) though it is less as compare to centralized one. In comparison to these 
two strategies, research in autonomous EV charging is still in infancy stages. Although 
researchers have started working towards developing localized charging strategies for 
EVs, there is still room for significant improvement. A lot of issues need to be addressed 
in order to convince its real time usage from perspective of both distribution companies 
and EV owners. 
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1.4 Thesis Objectives and Contributions 
 The work in [50] serves as a benchmark for this thesis. This thesis is a detailed extension 
of that work. The authors of this paper have put forward a communication free voltage 
feedback control with different charging models based on opportunistic, basic, SOC-
independent and SOC-dependent charging. They have tested these charging models for 
an eighteen bus distribution system in absolute ideal conditions. To extend this work, 
following objectives have been selected which will serve as a contribution of this thesis.  
1. To design a more practical voltage based EV charging strategy. The new design 
covers the following aspects: 
a. A detailed modeling of the distribution system to cover wiring details of each 
home connected to each phase of a node. 
b. Randomizing plug in time for EVs in the system. 
c. Addressing the EV charging for a system that implements Time – of – Use (TOU) 
tariff structure. 
d. Incorporating an end-of-charge time preference given to the EV owner. 
2. To assess the performance of the control strategy during various contingencies and 
alteration in system parameters or configuration. 
3. To study the coordination of the proposed control strategy with conventional voltage 
control devices. These devices include voltage regulator (VR) and shunt capacitors. 
All above objectives will be achieved through simulation over MATLAB / SIMULINK 
4. To make use of Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) for validating the proposed 
charging strategy. 
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5. To study different options for incentivizing EV owners so that they sign up into the 
proposed EV charging control program. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 is the introduction to the thesis. 
Chapter 2 gives an overview of Electric Vehicles (EVs) in terms of facts & figures along 
with a brief description of how EV impacts the distribution systems. 
Chapter 3 presents the detailed description of voltage feedback control strategy. It begins 
with describing basics of an EV charger followed by the description of the fundamentals 
of the proposed charging model. It then illustrates some critical terms associated with the 
control scheme including voltage droop characteristics, charging “Fairness”, procedure 
for selection voltage reference for the controllers, making the EV charging a function of 
its battery state of charge and EV owner preference of end of charge time / EV plug off 
time. 
Chapter 4 presents the description of the studied test system and related assumptions. It 
also provides classification of various charging methods including Opportunistic, Basic, 
and Fair-SOC-dependent charging. 
Chapter 5 analyzes EV charging management as per system description in chapter 5. It 
provides a comparison among different charging methods in terms of charging fairness, 
voltage profile and aggregated load profile. This chapter is basically divided into two 
sections. The first section is based on the assumption that plug-in and plug-off time is 
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same for all EVs while second section takes into account variable plug-in time and hence 
considering TOU tariff structure. 
Chapter 6 presents different simulation analysis for assessing the controller performance. 
It includes voltage sag test, increase/decrease in EV penetration level, a reduction in the 
distribution system i.e. removal of downstream laterals. 
Chapter 7 extends the EV charging management, described in chapter 6, to coordinate 
with conventional voltage control devices in an electrical distribution system. This 
chapter discusses and analyzes coordination with voltage regulators and shunt capacitors. 
Chapter 8 presents the implementation of EV charging strategy on RTDS. The case from 
chapter 6 (Section-I) has been utilized with some modifications to test over RTDS 
platform.  
Chapter 9 describes a scheme for incentivizing the EV owners so that they would 
participate in the EV charging control program. 
Chapter 10 presents conclusion and recommendations for future work. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
OVERVIEW OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
Electric vehicles are the latest form of vehicles that uses electric motors for the traction 
purpose. These vehicles are penetrating into the modern day society at a steady but good 
pace. The acceptance shown by society is based on the fact that these vehicles contribute 
to the greener environment along with an expected major contribution towards the core 
world issue of future scarcity of fossil fuels. It is quite evident that today’s transport 
sector heavily relies on fossil fuels and hence becomes a major contributor of greenhouse 
emissions. Out of various transport vehicles, commuter / passenger cars consumes more 
than half of the total transportation energy [51]. Hence, the countries where quality clean 
environment is a major concern, governments aimed to attain best environmental and 
energy efficiency standards; the concentration of these vehicles is certain. 
The electric vehicles can be referred to as controllable loads. This controllable property 
of electric vehicle makes it a powerful tool for smart grid operations. The presence of 
electric vehicles in today’s smart grid environment has put forwarded a challenge in front 
of researchers and engineers to devise smart and efficient interaction schemes and logics 
for integrating these future bulk loads into the electric distribution network. The 
following sections present some terminologies along with facts and figures concerning 
electric vehicles. 
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Figure 2-1 A plug in hybrid electric vehicle in Smart grid environment [52] 
2.1 Types of Electric Vehicles 
The electric vehicle system may include battery pack, propulsion electric motor, dynamo, 
mechanical transmission system and power control system. As per the arrangements of 
the said components, electric vehicles can be classified into four different categories 
named as: 
a. Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) – It utilizes a small electric battery to support Internal 
Combustion Engine (ICE) and increase the fuel efficiency by about 25 percent as 
compared to conventional vehicles. 
b. Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) – It is principally similar to HEV. The basic 
difference is that it contains a larger electric battery which can be charged by plugging 
into a socket and hence it utilizes electricity as a fuel. 
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c. Extended Range Electric Vehicle (EREV) – It utilizes the ICE to drive dynamo which 
charges the electric motor. And the movement of vehicle is solely dependent upon 
electric motors rather than ICE as it is the case with HEV and PHEV. 
d. Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) – It is also known as 100% electric vehicle, as it does 
not contain any internal combustion rather its entire traction system is based on electric 
motors. And hence they need to be plugged into the electric power grid to get charge. 
 
Figure 2-2  Different types of Electric Vehicles – A Comparison 
2.2  Important Facts and Figures 
The US market is considered to be as a bench mark for studying the trends and impacts of 
EVs. Hence, the sales of electric vehicles in US markets can be utilized to understand the 
inclination of consumers toward EVs and particularly plug in EVs. With reference to 
[53], the cumulative sales of EVs in USA is constantly increasing and currently, up to 
September’2013, the electric drive market share is 3.9% of total vehicle sales. Figure 2-3 
shows cumulative sales of plug in EVs in USA from 2011 till date.  
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Figure 2-3 Cumulative U.S. Plug-In Vehicles Sales (2011 – till date) [53] 
Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM), Electric Vehicles Initiative (EVI) program and 
International Energy Agency (IEA) are names of international repute who are working 
towards agenda of penetrating electric vehicles into the society for achieving benefits, 
mentioned earlier. 
Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 are from a report [54] published by these three organizations. 
These figures show worldwide sales of the PHEV and BEV and hence provide a trend of 
worldwide plug-in EVs. 
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Figure 2-4 Country wise Sales of World PHEV in 2012 
 
Figure 2-5 Country wise Sales of World BEV in 2012 
 
2.3 Technological Impacts of Electric Vehicles 
The above mentioned facts and figures depicts that very soon the power distribution 
systems will have a plenty of power demand caused by the battery charging of electric 
vehicles. And hence EVs will become a significant part of power distribution system. The 
continuous increase and emphasis on EV deployment is undoubtedly due to its vast 
advantages. But along with that it has certain disadvantages or in other with the increase 
in EV penetration the power system will have to face certain unavoidable problems. A 
brief description of potential benefits and problems, caused by EVs, are as follows: 
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2.3.1 Potential Benefits 
1. EVs have low operating costs as compare to the conventional vehicles with only 
Internal Combustion Engine (ICE). 
2. They participate in reducing the greenhouse emissions. 
3. The Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) services, provided through EVs, generate new business 
opportunities.  
2.3.2 Problems 
1. Electric vehicles contribute towards the increase in active power loads of a 
distribution grid; hence the overall system suffers from line overloads and poorer 
voltage profiles. 
2. As a consequence of problem #1, they participate in increasing the grid losses. 
3. Uncontrollable charging of EVs lead to sharp peak demands. 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
VOLTAGE FEEDBACK CONTROL STRATEGY 
An electric vehicle charger converts the AC power from the grid into a constant DC 
current to charge the batteries. From the grid the EV, therefore, is often seen as a constant 
current source [55]. When connected to the grid through an SAE J1772 charging station, 
a pilot signal is supplied to the EV from the station that tells what the maximum AC 
current draw is from that connection point. The EV charges at that current unless the 
battery management system reduces the maximum current draw to improve battery life 
near the end of the charging cycle, or if the EV charger cannot handle that high current 
level. The charging current can be varied either by varying the pilot signal at the charging 
station or at the EV itself. The proposed voltage-based controller adjusts this EV charging 
current, and therefore the charging load, based on the AC voltage observed at the point of 
connection. 
The objectives of EV battery charging control are mainly to maintain the distribution 
system nodal voltages within acceptable limits and to flatten the feeder load profile. 
These will ensure that the feeder losses are reduced and overloads are avoided [17]. At a 
given distribution transformer, node k along a specific phase, the load is the composition 
of the other household loads and the EV loads. Since the voltage profile of the system is a 
function of its loading levels, the voltage profile can be significantly enhanced by 
controlling the load. In this work, the only controllable loads considered are the EVs. 
In the proposed charge control structure, the feedback signal that is used as an input for 
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the controller is the voltage at the point of charging (POC). The controller output is the 
regulated charging rate, or the charger current draw (IDi). Since unidirectional power 
flow is assumed, the charging current minimum limit is zero and its maximum limit is 
taken from the EV charger specifications or the maximum rating of the charging station, 
whichever is lower? For each EV, based on the POC voltage and, possibly, the EV 
battery state of charge, the controller decides on the regulated charging current of that 
EV. 
+
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Figure 3-1 Block diagram for basic proportional control 
 
Figure 3-1 shows a block diagram for the voltage feedback control scheme. Notice that 
there is one controller per EV. In order for the charging current, IDi, to be nonzero, the 
following three conditions must be satisfied:  
a- The EV must be plugged in. 
b- The voltage at the charging point is within permissible limits. 
c- The battery state of charge must be still below the maximum battery capacity. 
In its simplest form, the proposed controller is a proportional controller [56]. The output 
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of the proportional controller is continuous value equivalent to the product of ‘∆V’ and 
selected proportional gain ‘Kp’ and can be either positive or negative. The output of 
proportional controller is then multiplied with a Boolean variable ‘y3’. ‘y3’ remains unity 
until the current SOC of battery is less than total battery capacity otherwise it is equal to 
zero. The resultant signal ‘y1’ is passed through a saturation block to give per unit 
charging current draw as ‘y2’. The value of ‘y2’ is maintained between 0 and 1 i.e. no 
charging and full charging, respectively.  The plug status is again a Boolean variable that 
serves two purposes; one to ensure the charging when car is plugged in by setting itself to 
unity and zero otherwise and second converting the per unit signal of ‘y2’ to the actual 
current draw ‘IDi’. The actual current draw ‘IDi’ is then multiplied with base voltage to 
give actual power draw ‘PDi’ which is then fed into the continuous time integrator to 
calculate current battery SOC of the EV. In its simplest mathematical form, the control 
strategy can be stated as: 
IDi = Kp,i*(Vi - Vref,i)  
            
 (1) 
 
where ‘Kp,I’ is the proportional control gain for the i
th EV, ‘Vref,I’ is the reference voltage 
level for the ith EV in per unit, and Vi is the actual real-time voltage in per unit at the 
charging point. Because the system loading is measured in power and not current, it is 
helpful to refer to the EV power draw, ‘PDi’, which is merely the current draw ‘IDi’, 
multiplied by the node voltage as shown in Figure 3-1. Therefore, for the rest of this 
work, only ‘PDi’ will be referenced even though it is ‘IDi’ that is actually directly 
modulated. 
The control strategy as given in (1) can be thought of effectively as a voltage droop 
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characteristic for each EV. That is, if the voltage at a given node is close to its minimum 
tolerance, all EVs connected to that POC reduce their charging rate so as to avoid voltage 
violations. The contribution of each EV is dependent on its own droop characteristics, i.e. 
its Kp,i gain. The EVs with the lower gains will charge at lower rates than the EVs with 
the higher gains. 
In this sense, this voltage droop characteristic is similar to the frequency droop 
characteristic used in automatic generation control to maintain generation-load balance at 
all times. Frequency control, however, is fundamentally different from voltage control; 
the former is a global issue for a given power system, while the latter is a local issue at 
the node level. Another distinct characteristic of voltage control is that the local nodal 
voltages are not independent of each other. In the case of radial distribution systems, the 
voltage at a downstream primary node is always less than or equal to the voltage at the 
primary nodes upstream to it, assuming the absence of voltage support mechanisms such 
as distributed shunt capacitors. In addition, lowering the load at the downstream node 
improves the voltage not only at that node but also at all upstream nodes. 
3.1 Voltage Droop Characteristics – Proportional Control 
 
Suppose that the minimum voltage level at a given POC is 0.95 pu. It is required to 
construct a voltage droop curve for the ith EV that meets the following requirements, as 
long as SOCi < BattCapi: 
 
- If Vi ≤ ,, PDi = 0, 
- If Vi > ,, PDi > 0. 
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- The relationship between Vi and PDi is linear. 
 
Figure 3-2 Charging rate vs. voltage relationship 
 
Figure 3-2 shows a group of curves that meet the above mentioned requirements. These 
curves relate PDi to Vi as follows: 
 
 	 
 0 			  ,,  , 	,    1 	    
(2) 
 
Kp,i represents the inverse of the slope of the voltage droop curve. It can be thought of as 
the sensitivity of PDi to the change in voltage from its lower constraint. For example, 
consider two EVs A and B with two proportional gains Kp,A = 20 and Kp,B = 50. The two 
EVs are connected to the same POC, whose minimum allowable voltage level is 
, 	0.95 pu. The droop characteristics of these two EVs are the top and bottom 
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curves shown in Figure 3-2, respectively. If the POC voltage is at or below 0.95 pu, none 
of the EVs will be charging. However, if the POC voltage is 0.97 pu, EV A will be 
charging at PDA of 40% while EV B will be charging at 100%. Note that this still does 
not guarantee voltage violation due to EV charging, because even if all PD connected to 
that POC are set to zero, chances are other EVs at either downstream or upstream nodes 
are still charging (lack of controllability at the nodal level). Hence, coordinated tuning of 
Kpi and Vref,i is essential. This coordination is done offline, so real-time operation does not 
require any coordination or communication among the different EVs. 
3.2 Charging “Fairness” 
 
A very important aspect of an EV charging strategy is “fairness”. That is, the contribution 
of each EV to mitigate voltage violations should be decided upon in a manner that does 
not consistently charge an EV significantly slower or faster than another based on their 
locations in the network. This fairness can be thought of in two directions: horizontal 
fairness and vertical fairness. Horizontal fairness corresponds to the fact that all EVs 
charging at more or less the same POC voltage should be charging at more or less the 
same rate PDi. Since Vref,i for all these EVs are approximately the same, horizontal 
fairness can be achieved by simply setting Kp,i of  these EVs to be identical. Vertical 
fairness is related to the level of contribution of EVs connected to POCs at different 
voltage levels. It is desirable that all EVs connected to the same feeder to have almost 
equal charging opportunities. That is, it won’t be appropriate or acceptable that EVs 
connected to downstream, i.e. lower voltage, POCs suffer from much lower regulated 
charging rates than those connected to upstream, i.e. higher voltage, POCs. Vertical 
fairness can be assured in one of two ways: 
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1- Adjusting Kp,i such that EVs connected to downstream POCs have higher Kp,i than 
those of EVs connected to upstream POCs.  
2- Adjusting Vref,i such that EVs connected to downstream POCs have lower Vref,i than 
those of EVs connected to upstream POCs.  
 
In this work, the second option is selected and the Kp,i gains of all EVs in the system are 
set to be identical. 
 
Figure 3-3 Shifting droop characteristics by increasing Vref,i 
 
Figure 3-3 shows a set of voltage droop characteristics for different values of Vref,i and 
one common value of Kp,i = 20. For a common Kp,i, a higher Vref,i is reflected as an up-
shift into the droop curve. Therefore, it is appropriate for downstream nodes to have 
lower droop characteristics (i.e. lower Vref,i) than those of upstream nodes. 
3.3 Voltage Point Selection 
 
The basis for selecting the voltage set points is that EVs connected across the distribution 
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system contribute almost equally, irrespective of their charging point location, in order to 
avoid any network violations. If all voltage set points are set identically, the EVs 
connected to downstream POCs (or those connected to the primary nodes through long 
secondary wiring) will generally be at disadvantage compared with those connected to 
upstream POCs (or have short secondary wiring). Therefore, as a general rule of thumb, 
the more downstream the POC is, the lower the voltage set point should be. The 
following are two methods for selecting these voltage set points to achieve that goal: 
 
1. Iterative Method on Voltage Set Points: 
For a typical daily load profile, distribution power flow is run and voltages are 
observed. Based on the observed voltage levels, a set of voltage set points for the 
EVs is selected. Then, If PDi values a certain EV is unreasonably high (low), the 
corresponding Vref,i is raised (lowered). Vref,i values are adjusted till PDi’s of all EVs 
across the system are at comparable levels. 
2. Moving Average Method: 
At each EV point of charging i, the value of the daily minimum voltage Vmin,d,i is 
tracked. This typically is associated with the daily peak period. These minimum 
voltage values are averaged out for the past several days. This average value is then 
used as a voltage set point, or a voltage reference, Vref,i, for the i
th EV. This 
reference voltage needs to be constrained by the minimum permissible voltage 
level. That is,  
, 	 (	∑  ,!,!" , 0.952) 
where D is the number of days. A value of 0.002 pu is added to the minimum 
permissible voltage level as a safety margin. The advantage of this method over the 
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first method is that it is simple and systematic. 
 
3.4 Charging as a Function of State of Charge 
 
An additional property that can be added to the control scheme is the dependence of the 
charging rate on the EV battery SOC. This can be included by multiplying the controller 
gains by (1 – SOCpu,i), where SOCpu,i = SOCi/BattCapi. This term will bias the effective 
controller gains more towards the least charged EVs and less towards the most charged 
EVs.  
 
Figure 3-4 Block diagram for SOC-dependent proportional control 
The reader should be reminded that it is assumed that all EVs in the system share the 
same values for the set of proportional gains Kp,i. Therefore, the EVs connected to 
downstream POCs will generally be at disadvantage. For P control, therefore, the voltage 
droop characteristics are similar to those shown in Figure 3-3; parallel lines shifted 
vertically according to their vertical intercepts Vref,i. Multiplying the controller 
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proportional gain of the ith EV by (1 – SOCpu,i) effectively changes the slope of the droop 
characteristic of that EV without changing the vertical intercept. Therefore, for EVs with 
the same reference voltage, the ones with the higher state of charge will charge at a lower 
rate than those with the lower state of charge. This is illustrated in Figure 3-5. 
 
Figure 3-5 Droop characteristics as a function of battery SOC 
3.5 Preferred End-of-Charge Time (ECT) 
 
The control scheme can be further modified in order to include any possible preference of 
the ECT for the EV owner. This is done by limiting the EV power draw to a value that is 
dependent on the remaining uncharged battery capacity. Thus, the minimum power draw 
for each EV is defined as the average value required over the remaining charging 
interval. That is, for an EV with a current state of charge of SOC(t) and a total battery 
capacity of BattCapi, the power draw, given by (2), is modified to  
 	 
 0 			  ,∗ 	,    1 	    
                                                                                                                           (3) 
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where  
∗ 	 max	{,  ,,	 
(4) 
(,--./  01.(-22/(4  -2} 
(5) 
 
d is the preferred total charge time (in hours). Note that this additional term cannot 
guarantee that the EV will charge fully before the ECT. This is because this ∗	term in 
(3) applies only when the POC voltage is higher than Vref,i. Otherwise, .  will be set to 
zero. However, careful selection of the gain value maximizes the likelihood of achieving 
this desirable feature. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST SYSTEM 
4.1 Radial Distribution System 
The distribution test system used for simulating the EV impacts from charging is shown 
in Figure 4-1 
 
Figure 4-1 The distribution feeder test system. Load buses are 2-18. 
 
This is an unbalanced three phase system with 17 load buses on each phase. This system 
was originally introduced in [57], and was one of the systems used to study EV charging 
impacts in [17]. It has also been used in micro grid studies [58], [59]. 
The primary distribution system operates at a nominal 12.47 kV line-to-line voltage. The 
conductors are organized in a symmetric geometry with a geometric mean spacing of 
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4.69 ft. Every load bus has 20 houses connected to each secondary phase. It is assumed 
that all houses on a given node are connected in parallel to the transformer and thus have 
the same nodal voltage. The positive and zero sequence impedances are Z1=0.3201 
+j0.1612 and Z0 = 0.4525 + j0.5231 (Ω / 1000km). The self and mutual impedances are 
evaluated then evaluated to form an impedance matrix for performing the load flow 
analysis. The parameters of the distribution system are found in Table 4-1.  
Table 4-1 Distribution System Parameters 
Phase Conductor:  ACSR 2 
Neutral Conductor:  ACSR 4 
Max Amps:  180 
Houses  510 
 
The load profile for each house is based on Residential High Winter Ratio (ResHiWR) 
load profiles on July 20, 2010 found in the ERCOT system with five minute resolution 
[60]. To the base load profile, normally distributed random noise is added to model 
variations in individual usage. All twenty houses on each secondary line are then 
aggregated to form equivalent node loads. Figure 4-2 shows an aggregated load profile 
for the Non-EV loads for day-15, this load profile has been utilized throughout the thesis 
simulation works.  
 
Figure 4-2 Aggregated load profile for Day-15 [60] 
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A distinguished feature of radial distribution systems is that there always exists a unique 
path from any given node back to the source. This key feature is actually the basis of the 
backward / forward sweep algorithm. This method is also named as Ladder Iterative 
technique. This power flow algorithm works by updating voltages and currents (or power 
flows) along these unique paths [61].  
The secondary distribution system is modeled based on the field site configuration of 
Utility E in [62], which has several splice boxes as well as houses connected directly to 
the distribution transformer through triplex lines as shown in Figure 5-2. The parameters 
of the secondary distribution network are given in Table 5-2. A small additional 
resistance is also added to model the EV charging cable. This secondary system has been 
modeled only on the most upstream node (Node#2) and most downstream node 
(Node#6). 
Table 4-2 Secondary Network Parameters 
Parameter Value 
EV Charger Penetration % 50% 
Distribution Service Transformer 150 kVA, %Z = 1.8 
Secondary Conductor (transformer to splice box) 350 Al, 4/0 Al Neutral 
Service Conductor (to the houses) #2 Al 
No. of customers 20 
 
 
Figure 4-3  Secondary distribution network topology 
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4.2 Assumptions and Specifications for Electric Vehicles 
An average of one EV per two houses in the system, i.e. a 50% penetration level, is 
assumed. Each EV is randomly assigned to a house on the secondary network. This level 
is chosen because it has been shown to cause significant problems with EV charging [13], 
[17]. Each EV has a maximum charge rate of 6.6 kW and needs to charge 24 kWh to 
reach full capacity. This corresponds to a 2013 Nissan Leaf [63]. Average initial state of 
charge of each EV is assumed to be about 40% of the battery’s full capacity.  
4.3 Assumptions for EV Plug-in / Plug-off Time 
It is assumed that the system under study is under a time-of-use (TOU) tariff structure. A 
lower tariff is applied from 7 pm to 7 am. Therefore, it is expected that the majority of 
EV owners plug in their EVs at or after 7 pm. To take this into account and the fact that 
EV plug-in time is expected to be random, the EV plug-in time is assumed to follow a 
Gaussian distribution centered at 8 pm and with a standard deviation of one hour. The 
distribution of plug-in times is shown in Figure 4-4. In addition, it is assumed that 10% of 
the EV owners have preferred ECTs, which range between 3 and 6 hours. These have 
also been assigned randomly.  
 
Figure 4-4 Distribution of EVs with respect to plug-in times 
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4.4 Types of Charging Schemes 
In order to simulate and analyze the effectiveness the proposed EV charging control for 
the described test system, three types of charging schemes have been utilized. These 
schemes are described briefly as follows. 
4.4.1 Opportunistic Charging 
Opportunistic charging can also be termed as dumb charging. In this type of charging 
there is no control over the charging rate of the EV battery. The EVs are assumed to be 
charged at the maximum allowable rate of their chargers as soon as they are plugged in. 
4.4.2 Basic Proportional Control Charging 
In this type of charging a fixed value of reference voltage is assigned to all the 
proportional EV controllers, installed at different nodes. The fundamental idea behind 
this charging scheme is to maintain the overall voltage profile of the system above the 
lower range and a value little bit higher than the lower range is set as a flat voltage 
reference. In this work the flat voltage reference will be 0.955 per unit which 0.5% 
greater than lower permissible voltage of 0.95 per unit.  
4.4.3 Fair, SOC-Dependent Proportional Control Charging 
The idea behind this type of charging is to achieve fairness among EVs at various nodes 
of the distribution system. Fairness implies that EVs at upstream nodes with good voltage 
profile and EVs at downstream nodes with low voltage profile are charged at comparable 
rates and finished charging time is also as close as possible. To achieve fairness along 
with avoiding voltage violations, two aspects have been modified. The first aspect is to 
have different voltage reference values for different nodes, according to their positions in 
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the distribution system. The method described in section 4.3 is used for computing 
voltage references. The second aspect is to make the proportional EV control a function 
of battery SOC. The addition of this signal expects to achieve a flatter voltage and load 
profile which would serve as a great advantage of this technique. 
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5 CHAPTER 5 
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR EV CHARGING 
MANEGEMENT 
This chapter will present the simulation results for two broader cases. The first case will 
assume that all the EVs are plugged in at the same time i.e. at 5 pm. The second case will 
assume different plug-in times for all EVs in between 5 pm and 11pm. 
5.1    Same Plug-In Time for all EVs 
As a preliminary case for testing the proposed charging strategies; this section considers 
same plug in time for all EVs along with only primary modeling of the distribution 
system i.e. considering the ideal case that all the homes / EVs are plugged in at the same 
nodal point and thus having same nodal voltage. This effectively ignores the all the 
wiring from the transformers’ secondaries to the houses, i.e. secondaries with zero 
impedances. 
The simulations are performed for the entire system under study, however the results 
shown are for the most upstream node (Node # 2) and one of the most downstream node 
(Node # 6). 
5.1.1 Opportunistic Charging 
In opportunistic charging, the EVs are assumed to be charging at maximum charging rate 
as soon as they are plugged in, i.e. at 5 pm. The results of opportunistic charging at 
several nodes are shown in Figure 5-1 to Figure 5-6. A significant jump is observed at all 
nodes in the total load at the first few hours of charging. In addition, a voltage dip, 
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considerably below the permissible limit of 0.95 pu, due to the sudden and un-controlled 
increase in loading is noticed at a number of nodes. In general, downstream node-6 suffer 
from much lower voltage levels than upstream node-2.  
 
Figure 5-1 Total load at node 2, using opportunistic charging 
 
 
Figure 5-2 Total load at node 6, using opportunistic charging 
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Figure 5-3 Voltage profile at node 2, using opportunistic charging 
 
Figure 5-4 Voltage profile at node 6, using opportunistic charging 
 
The average SOCs at both the nodes and in the overall system is independent of the 
voltage levels at the nodes and hence SOCs are found to have similar trends, as shown in 
Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-5 Average battery SOC at node 2, using opportunistic charging 
 
Figure 5-6 Average battery SOC at node 6, using opportunistic charging 
 
5.1.2 Basic Proportional Control Charging and Flat V-reference 
In this case, the voltage set points of all nodes in the system are set at a flat voltage 
reference of 0.955 pu. After several trials, the proportional gain is set to 20 for all EVs. 
At this value of gain, all EVs are charged fully before the end of the charging period, i.e. 
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before 5 a.m. Figure 5-7 to Figure 5-12 show the impact of using the proposed basic 
proportional control scheme on the nodal performances at nodes 2 and 6. The results 
clearly show the effectiveness of this simple, distributed control scheme on enhancing the 
voltage profiles, especially at the downstream nodes. 
 
Figure 5-7 Total load at node 2, using basic proportional control & flat voltage set point 
 
Figure 5-8 Total load at node 6, using basic proportional control & flat voltage set point  
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Figure 5-9 Voltage profile at node 2, using basic proportional control & flat voltage set 
points 
 
 
 
Figure 5-10 Voltage profile at node 6, using basic proportional control & flat voltage set 
points 
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Figure 5-11 Average battery SOC at node 2, using basic proportional control & flat 
voltage set points 
 
Figure 5-12 Average battery SOC at node 6, using basic proportional control & flat 
voltage set points 
 
5.1.3 Fair, SOC-Dependent Charging 
In order to improve the charging fairness, upstream node voltage reference values should 
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dependency case are shown  in Table 5-1, calculated as per the algorithm described in 
Section 4.3. The differences in charging time among EVs connected to the same node as 
well as among EVs connected at different nodes can be further reduced by making the 
proportional gain a function of the battery SOC. The effective proportional gain linearly 
decreases as SOCpu,i increases. Therefore, Kp has to be set at a higher value than that of 
the basic proportional control with flat V reference case.  
Table 5-1 Voltage Set Points for Fair Charging for Phases A, B and C 
Node Set Point Node Set Point 
1 --- 10 0.975, 0.975, 0.975 
2 0.984, 0.984, 0.984 11 0.971, 0.971, 0.971 
3 0.974,0.974, 0.974 12 0.970, 0.969, 0.969 
4 0.974, 0.974, 0.973 13 0.969, 0.968, 0.968 
5 0.961, 0.961, 0.961 14 0.970, 0.969, 0.969 
6 0.959, 0.959, 0.959 15 0.971, 0.971, 0.971 
7 0.959, 0.958, 0.958 16 0.971, 0.971, 0.971 
8 0.958, 0.958, 0.957 17 0.971, 0.971, 0.971 
9 0.984, 0.983, 0.984 18 0.971, 0.971, 0.971 
 
 
Figure 5-13 Total load at node 2 using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
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Figure 5-14 Total load at node 6 using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
 
Figure 5-13 to Figure 5-18 show the nodal loads, nodal voltage profiles and nodal 
average SOC at nodes 2 and 6, due to the use of an SOC-dependent proportional gain 
with Kp = 1000. The results show that SOC-dependent proportional charging not only 
improves fairness among EVs across the distribution system, but also results in flatter 
voltage profiles and flatter total system load profile. 
 
Figure 5-15 Voltage profile at node 2, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
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Figure 5-16 Voltage profile at node 6, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
 
 
 
Figure 5-17 Average battery SOC at node 2, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional 
control 
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Figure 5-18 Average battery SOC at node 6, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional 
control 
  
Table 5-2 summarizes the comparison in performance among the two different voltage 
feedback control cases: using flat reference voltages (Kp = 20) and using SOC-dependent 
fair charging (Kp = 1000). The results in Table 6-2 indicate the superiority of SOC-
dependent charging in terms of closing the gap between the earliest and the latest times to 
full charge. Note that only the results corresponding to nodes 2 and 6 are shown. This is 
because they are the most extreme nodes in terms of the required time to full charge. 
 
Table 5-2 Comparison in terms of average time to full charge 
Control Scheme 
Average time at 
Node 2 (hr) 
Average time at 
Node 6 (hr) 
Difference between 
earliest and latest 
(hr) Phase a Phase b Phase c Phase a Phase b Phase c 
Flat Vref 4.8 4.8 4.7 11.8 12 11.2 7.3 
SOC-dependent 9.8 10.0 9.7 8.6 9.0 8.1 1.9 
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Figure 5-19 Aggregate EV charging load for the distribution system 
 
Figure 5-20 Total load (EV + non-EV) for the distribution system 
 
Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20 show a comparison in terms of the aggregate EV load and 
the total (EV and non-EV) load of the distribution system. The results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed control schemes in flattening the distribution system load 
profile. 
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5.2    Variable Plug-in Time for all EVs 
The results in this section are for the case of variable plug-in time for EVs as described in 
section 4.3. Moreover, to add a more practical sense, all the following simulation results 
are based on the detailed distribution system modeling i.e. considering secondary 
network topology for node-2 and 6 as described in Section-4.1 (Figure 4-3). 
5.2.1 Opportunistic Charging 
The results of opportunistic charging are shown in Figure 5-21 to Figure 5-25. A 
significant jump is observed in the total load within the first several hours of charging. In 
addition, a voltage dip, considerably below the permissible limit of 0.95 pu, due to the 
sudden and un-controlled increase in loading is noticed at a number of primary nodes and 
secondary POCs.  
 
Figure 5-21 Total load at primary node 2 using opportunistic charging 
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Figure 5-22 Total load at primary node 6 using opportunistic charging 
Note that, in general, downstream primary nodes suffer from lower voltage levels than 
upstream primary nodes. Therefore, two extreme cases are the POC with the shortest 
secondary wire length connected to primary node 2 (labeled as POC A), and the POC 
with the longest secondary wire length connected to primary node 6 (labeled as POC B), 
are considered. And in order to make the comparison more appropriate, it has been 
ensured that EVs at both POCs have same initial SOCs and plug-in time. POC A is 
expected to have a very high POC voltage as compare to POC B.  
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Figure 5-23 Voltage profile at Node-2 & 6 (phase-c), using opportunistic charging 
In the results that follow, more emphasis is going to be given to these two extreme cases. 
Note that the trend for SOC’s are exactly similar for EVs at both POCs which is expected 
due to charging being opportunistic or dumb. 
 
Figure 5-24 Voltage profiles for POC-A & POC-B, using opportunistic charging 
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Figure 5-25 Battery SOC’s for POC-A &POC-B, using opportunistic charging 
 
5.2.2 Basic Proportional Control Charging and Flat V-reference 
In this case, the voltage set points of all EVs in the system are set at a flat voltage 
reference of 0.955 pu. After several trials, the proportional gain is set to 50 for all EVs. 
At this value of gain, all EVs are charged fully before the end of the charging period, i.e. 
before 5 a.m.  
Figure 5-26 to Figure 5-30 show the impact of using the proposed basic proportional 
control scheme on the performances at nodes 2 and 6. The results clearly show the 
effectiveness of this simple, distributed control scheme on enhancing the voltage profiles, 
both at the primary node level and at the secondary POC level. 
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Figure 5-26 Total load at primary node 2 using basic proportional charging 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-27  Total load at primary node 6 using basic proportional 
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Figure 5-28 Voltage profile at Node-2 & 6 (phase-c), using flat V-reference 
 
 
 
Figure 5-29 Voltage profiles for POC-A & POC-B, using flat V-reference 
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Figure 5-30 Battery SOC’s for POC-A &POC-B, using Flat V-reference 
 
5.2.3 Fair, SOC-Dependent Charging 
Figure 5-31 and Figure 5-37 show the nodal loads, nodal voltage profiles, POC A’s and 
B’s voltage profiles and their SOCs, aggregated EV charging load, and total distribution 
system load due to the use of a more fair SOC-dependent control scheme at different Kp 
values. Comparing the SOC resulting from using the moving average voltage references 
to the SOC resulting from using a flat reference voltage clearly shows significant 
improvement in the level of fairness. In other words, the difference among the EVs in 
terms of how fast each of them fully charges, is significantly reduced. The results in this 
section are based on detailed model at node-2 and 6, so now every EV controller has its 
individual voltage reference. Table 5-3 represents the voltage reference values for some 
of the EVs at nodes 2 and 6.  
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Table 5-3 Voltage Set Points for Fair Charging for Sample EVs at Node-2 and 6 
Node Sample POC Voltage References  
2 0.985, 1.017, 0.998, 1.019, 1.000 
6 0.955, 0.988, 0.969, 0.991, 0.956 
 
In addition to improving fairness among EVs across the distribution system, this control 
scheme results in flatter total system load profile and flatter voltage profiles during the 
period of intense charging. This can be explained by the fact that this control scheme 
allows for the use of a much higher controller gain that decreases gradually as SOCpu gets 
higher.  Note that although the focal point of this research is the distribution system, these 
load profiles indicate that this new scheme will also benefit the bulk power system by 
shaving the evening peak load through delaying some of the EV charging load to night 
and early morning hours. 
 
Figure 5-31 Total load at primary node 2-c using fair, SOC-dependent control 
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Figure 5-32 Total load at primary node 6-c using fair, SOC-dependent control 
 
 
 
Figure 5-33  Voltage profiles at nodes 2-c and 6-c using fair, SOC-dependent control 
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Figure 5-34 Voltage profiles for POCs A and B EVs using fair, SOC-dependent control 
 
As can be seen from Figure 5-31 to Figure 5-37, a higher proportional gain results in 
faster EV charging, even flatter system aggregate load profile, and flatter voltage profiles 
during the period of intense charging. This stems from the fact that in proportional 
control a higher gain results in lower steady-state error, i.e. lower deviation from Vref. On 
the other hand, the higher the gain, the faster the rise in voltage is toward the end of 
intense charging period. This is because a higher gain makes the EVs finish charging at 
closer time periods, which results in more abrupt transition from the period of intense 
charging to the period of no charging. In fact, one of the advantages of SOC-dependency 
is that it tends to slow down this abrupt transition. This is because as battery SOCs get 
higher, the effective controller gains get lower, hence the actual power drawn by each EV 
gets reduced. In addition, the fact that EV plug-in time is naturally random actually helps 
mitigate, to some extent, this transition issue. Still, the controller gain Kp should not be 
selected to be excessively high in order to avoid unwanted sudden overshoots in load 
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profiles (see Figure 5-32, for example) or even oscillatory responses. In the system under 
study, it is observed that at Kp=6000, simulations did not converge, an indication of 
stability issues. 
 
Figure 5-35 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s EVs  using fair, SOC-dependent control 
 
Taking all these considerations into account, a value of Kp=2000 is recommended for this 
system. At this gain value, EV charging is reasonably fast and the voltage profiles are 
reasonably flat. The transition from period of intense charging to the period of no 
charging is acceptably smooth. In addition, a sufficient gain margin is maintained to 
avoid instability.  
Note that although multiple tests are required to ensure proper controller tuning here, one 
important advantage of the proposed control scheme is that it consists of only a single 
parameter to be tuned. This significantly simplifies this tuning process.  
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Figure 5-36 Aggregate EV charging load for the distribution system 
 
Figure 5-37 Total load (EV + non-EV) for the distribution system 
 
Table 5-4 summarizes the comparison in performance among the two voltage feedback 
control schemes. These results indicate the effectiveness of SOC-dependent charging in 
closing the gap between POCs A’s and B’s times to full charge. Note that only the results 
corresponding to POC A and POC B are shown. However, the EVs at the other POCs 
follow a similar trend. 
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Table 5-4 Comparison in terms of time to full charge – Basic vs. SOC-dependent 
Schemes 
Gain 
Node-02 Node-06 Difference 
(hrs) POC A POC B 
Flat Vref 2.5 5.7 3.2 
1000 5.4 6.0 0.8 
2000 4.6 5.6 1.0 
5000 4.2 5.4 1.2 
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6 CHAPTER 6 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED 
CONTROL 
 
In this section, the performance of the proposed fair, SOC-dependent EV charge control 
scheme is further studied. All the subsequent tests are carried out for the case of Fair and 
SOC-dependent charging with Kp=2000. 
6.1 EV Penetration Level Test 
The robustness of the proposed control scheme with respect to varying levels of EV 
penetration are assessed. Table 6-1 shows a comparison in terms of the time needed to 
fully charge the EVs at nodes 2 and 6. The average and latest charging times at phase c of 
the two nodes as well as the charging times for EVs connected to POCs A and B are 
shown for EV penetration levels of 40%, 50% (base case), and 60%. The results 
demonstrate reasonable tolerance of this control scheme to different levels of EV 
penetrations. 
 
Table 6-1 Comparison in terms of time to full charge (in Hours) – SOC-dependent 
scheme at Different EV Penetration Levels 
 
Penetration 
Level (%) 
Node-02 Node-06 
POC A Mean 
Phase c 
Latest POC B Mean 
Phase c 
Latest 
40 4.2 5.8 7.7 5.0 5.1 7.3 
50 4.6 6.5 8.2 5.6 5.7 7.7 
60 4.8 7.1 9.6 6.0 6.5 9.7 
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6.2 System Reconfiguration Test 
The robustness of the proposed control scheme with respect to probable system 
reconfiguration is also studied. This is carried out by removing one representative 
peripheral node at a time from the distribution system to simulate switching that node 
onto an adjacent feeder during a reconfiguration event. Table 6-2 shows the 
corresponding charging times. These results confirm the robustness of the proposed 
scheme to moderate system reconfigurations. 
Table 6-2 Comparison in terms of time to full charge (in Hours) – SOC-dependent 
scheme after Disconnecting a Peripheral Node 
Node 
Removed 
Node-02 Node-06 
POC A Mean 
Phase c 
Latest POC B Mean 
Phase c 
Latest 
# 04 4.4 6.2 7.9 5.3 5.3 7.4 
# 08 4.3 6.2 7.9 5.0 4.8 6.9 
# 13 4.3 6.2 7.9 5.5 5.6 7.6 
# 15 4.3 6.1 7.9 5.5 5.5 7.6 
# 17 4.3 6.2 7.9 5.6 5.5 7.6 
 
6.3 End of Charge Time Preference Test  
An assessment of the performance of the charge control scheme due to an increase in the 
numbers of EV owners with preferred ECT is carried out as well. Figure 6-1 and Figure 
6-2 show the test results for different percentages, 0% (base case), 10%, 30%, and 50%, 
of owners simultaneously having preferred ECT. For each EV with a preferred ECT, a 
random integer number between 3 and 6 hours is assigned. The results show that this 
control scheme can accommodate a moderate percentage of EV owners with preferred 
ECT. However, if that percentage is high, the control scheme cannot prevent voltage 
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violations. Nevertheless, the control scheme effectively manages to maintain a mild level 
of voltage violation even at a percentage that is as high as 50%. Note that all EVs with 
preferred ECTs are charged fully before the specified ECTs. These tests show that once 
the parameters are tuned, moderate changes in the network do not require retuning. This 
reduces the computational burden of implementing such a scheme. 
 
Figure 6-1 Total load for distribution system at different percentages of ECT preference 
 
Figure 6-2 Voltage profiles at nodes 2 & 6 at different percentages of EV owners with 
preferred ECT 
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6.4 Voltage Sag Test 
Finally, a voltage sag test is performed to ensure a stable response of the system with the 
proposed control scheme. When the voltage sag event is simulated, the voltage at node 1 
(the most upstream node) is assumed to drop suddenly from 1.0 pu to 0.7 pu for a 
duration of 30 seconds. Due to the sag, it is also assumed that some non-EV loads are 
interrupted. This is simulated by a reduction in non-EV loads at all nodes by 25% for 90 
seconds. The test results are shown in Figure 6-3 to Figure 6-4. Note that immediately 
after the voltage sag, the EV loads jump to very high levels. This is due to the voltage 
increase caused by the drop in the non-EV loads. This situation settles after a few minutes 
and the EV loads go back to normal levels. 
 
Figure 6-3 Total EV load at node 6 during the voltage sag test 
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Figure 6-4 Voltages at node 6 during the voltage sag test. 
 
 
6.5 Moving Average Test 
It is noteworthy that using the moving average of the daily minimum voltages for the 
previous several days has the tendency of dragging Vref at the POCs with low voltages 
further down over time. In order to prevent that from happening, Vref at all POCs must be 
constrained. In this case study, Vref is limited to be above 0.952. This effectively solves 
the voltage dragging issue not only at the low-voltage POCs but also at the higher voltage 
ones. For verification, a test is carried out for about two months. For this 
computationally-intensive test, the secondary network is assumed to be lossless in order 
to reduce the computation time. The voltage references for selected POCs have been 
recorded and plotted. Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 shows Vref profiles for POCs at nodes 2 
and 6 over this time horizon. These figures demonstrate the effectiveness of constraining 
Vref at all POCs in solving this voltage dragging problem. 
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Figure 6-5 Vref profiles using moving averages constrained by 0.952, Node-2 
 
Figure 6-6 Vref profiles using moving averages constrained by 0.952, Node-6 
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7 CHAPTER 7 
COORDINATION WITH VOLTAGE CONTROL 
DEVICES 
 
Voltage control devices are commonly used to regulate the voltage of a distribution 
system within permissible limits all the time. The desired value of voltages can be 
obtained either by directly controlling the voltage or reactive power injection, which 
effectively improves voltage profile. The devices which are utilized for voltage control 
are on load tap changers (OLTC), switched shunt capacitors and step voltage regulator. 
This work will focus on the latter two voltage control devices. These devices work on the 
assumption that there is uni-directional power flow in the system and voltage decreases 
from the source towards the remote end or downstream feeder. 
These devices are almost essential participants in a conventional distribution system. 
Therefore, it is quite logical to study the impacts of these devices over the proposed fair 
charging strategy because in real implementation the proposed EV charging strategy is 
expected to have a challenge of working efficiently in the presence of voltage control 
devices. Thus this chapter presents the analysis of coordinated operation of voltage 
control devices with the proposed charging strategy to understand and assess the 
effectiveness of the proposed charging strategy in the presence of voltage control devices. 
7.1 Voltage Control with Voltage Regulator 
A voltage regulator is a tap-changing auto-transformer with the ability to continuously 
monitor its output voltage and automatically adjusts itself by changing taps until the 
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desired voltage is obtained. A voltage regulator could be single phase or three phase with 
either 16 steps or 32 steps. The number of steps actually decide the per step voltage 
change; in case of 16 steps the per step voltage change is 0.00625 per unit while for 32 
steps is 0.003125 per unit. This work has dealt with single phase 32-step regulators [61] 
 
Figure 7-1 Basic circuit diagram for step voltage regulator [64] 
 
Figure 7-2 Controller for Step voltage regulator [65] 
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The voltage regulator basic arrangement is shown in Figure 7-1. The voltage regulator 
controller Figure 7-2 keeps the specified bus voltage U0 constant within the range 
ULB < U0 < UUB 
where, 
 
ULB = Uset – UDB is the lower boundary voltage 
UUB = Uset + UDB is the upper boundary voltage 
Uset is the set point voltage 
UDB is the dead band (usually equals to per step voltage in per unit) 
Normally, this simple arrangement of voltage regulator is installed just at the point where 
voltage needs to be maintained within specified limits. However, if there is a cable or 
conductor connection between the voltage regulator and the point where voltage needs to 
be maintained, then another arrangement is used which contains a line drop compensation 
function. For simplicity and without loss of generality, the former case is assumed in this 
work. 
7.1.1 Simulation Results 
The voltage regulator is applied on the most upstream node (Node#2) and the two 
downstream nodes (Node#5 & 6) one at a time. The voltage regulator controller settings 
are based on three factors; these factors are set as follows: 
Voltage Set point: 
It is the set point which the utility desired to maintain at the node. For this study it is 
selected as 0.99 per unit. 
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Step Voltage: 
It is the amount of change in voltage caused by one step. This study is focused on 32 
steps regulator, so the step voltage is 0.003125 per unit. 
Bandwidth: 
The amount of variance allowed in voltage before regulator changes tap. This is selected 
as 0.003125 per unit. 
The application of voltage regulator has caused the voltage references for the EV charge 
controller to change considerably. Now the voltages for the last fourteen days are 
calculated by activating the voltage regulator controller. This calculation has to be 
performed for every scenario. For this work we have three scenarios, one is to have a 
voltage regulator at node # 2, second at node # 5 and third at node # 6. The results of 
these cases are as follows and compared with the base case (Figure 7-3, Figure 7-4 and 
Figure 7-5). This is to analyze that how the inclusion of voltage regulator has impacted 
the charging fairness, voltage profile and EV power draw.  
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Figure 7-3 Voltages at POC-A and B without voltage control devices 
 
Figure 7-4 Power draw for EVs at POC-A & B without voltage control devices 
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Figure 7-5 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s without voltage control devices 
 
 
Figure 7-6 Voltages at POC-A and B, voltage regulator at Node-2 
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Figure 7-7 Taps for Voltage regulator at Node-2 
Figure 7-6 shows the voltages at POC-A and POC-B, it is evident that installation of 
voltage regulator at node # 2 has increased the voltage on both node # 2 and 6 as compare 
to the base case (Figure 7-3). It is noteworthy that since the voltage at node # 2 was 
already near to the desired set point of 0.99 per unit, the change from the base case is not 
quite considerable. Hence, Figure 7-7 shows only a maximum two steps change in 
voltage regulator. 
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Figure 7-8 Power draw for EVs at POC-A & B, voltage regulator at Node-2 
 
Figure 7-9 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s, voltage regulator at Node-2 
 
By comparing Figure 7-8 with base case, Figure 7-4, it can be seen that improvement in 
the voltage profile has caused an increased in power draw on both POC for the initial 
hours but as soon as the 1- SOCi,pu factor becomes considerable it controls the power 
draw to maintain the fairness between the EVs at both POCs. A jump can be observed in 
PD of POC-A, this is the point where regulator adjusts its steps. After the jump, the 
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voltage itself maintains its value within permissible range due to decrease in the load 
profile and then 1- SOCi,pu factor smoothens the PD, as expected. The difference between 
charging at POC-A and POC-B is increased but still the increase is not very significant 
and fairness level is maintained as required. When the voltage regulator is installed at 
Node # 5, it can be seen from Figure 7-14 that voltage at POC-B has increased 
considerably as the difference between actual voltage at POC-B and set point of 0.99 per 
unit was quite appreciable and hence the regulator has to increase larger steps to achieve 
desired voltage. 
 
Figure 7-10 Voltages at POC-A and B, voltage regulator at Node-5 
 
An important fact is revealed by the power draw curve Figure 8-12 that application of 
voltage regulator at a downstream node will have more impact towards the resulting 
power draw at the node where it is applied and consequently the initial increase in the 
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at POC-B. The SOC curves in Figure 8-13 show fairness which is not much different 
from the base case (Figure 8-5). 
 
Figure 7-11 Taps for Voltage regulator at Node-5 
 
 
 
Figure 7-12 Power draw for EVs at POC-A & B, voltage regulator at Node-5 
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Figure 7-13 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s, voltage regulator at Node-5 
 
The application voltage regulator at node # 6 also brought forward trends and 
observations similar to the application of voltage regulator at node # 5, as shown in 
Figure 7-14 to Figure 7-17. It is worth mentioning here that with reference to the 
distribution system topology (Figure 4-1) that installation of voltage regulator is much 
realistic and economical than installing at node # 6. The reason is quite simple that the 
voltage regulator at node # 5 improves the voltage profile at node # 5, 6, 7 & 8; however 
installation of voltage regulator at node # 6 only improves its own voltages. 
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Figure 7-14 Voltages at POC-A and B, voltage regulator at Node-6 
 
 
 
Figure 7-15 Taps for Voltage regulator at Node-6 
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Figure 7-16 Power draw for EVs at POC-A & B, voltage regulator at Node-6 
 
Figure 7-17 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s, voltage regulator at Node-6 
 
Figure 7-18 shows that installation of voltage regulator at nodes-2, 5 and 6 has increased 
the overall EV load up to almost 1 AM and then it dropped smoothly because of SOC 
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dependency. This shows and depicts the fact the installation of regulator in a radial 
distribution system, irrespective of its location (either at upstream and downstream) 
increases the power draw on all the nodes and hence resulted in an overall increase in EV 
charging load. Figure 7-19 shows that increase of EV charging load in early hours has 
caused an increase in the peak loading. These results show that the proposed charging 
strategy works fine in the presence of voltage regulator. 
 
Figure 7-18 EV load comparison with and without voltage regulators 
 
Figure 7-19 Total (EV+Non EV) load comparison with and without voltage regulator 
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7.2 Voltage Control with Shunt Capacitors 
Shunt capacitors inject reactive power to the system according to [65] 
Qc = Qc,rat*Uc
2 
where 
QC is the reactive power injected by the capacitor in Mvar 
QC,rat is the Mvar rating of the capacitor 
UC is the voltage in pu (relative to the capacitor voltage rating). 
The reactive power injected by the capacitor will compensate the reactive power demand 
and thereby boost the voltage. Consider that a shunt capacitor injecting reactive power QC 
is connected to the load bus. The voltage drop on the feeder can then be approximated as 
[65]  
U = (RLN*PL + XLN*(QL-QC)) / U2 
which indicates that the capacitor reduces the voltage drop. Further, when the capacitor 
properly compensates the reactive power demand, the capacitor will decrease the feeder 
current. This will in turn decrease the feeder losses PLoss. 
In order to properly compensate the reactive power demand that changes from minimum 
to maximum, the shunt capacitor may need to be switched on at the load maximum and to 
be switched off at the load minimum. When the load varies during the day, the switched 
capacitors should be properly controlled. Different conventional controls can be used to 
control switched capacitors, such as time, voltage and reactive power [65]. Time 
controlled capacitors are especially applicable on feeders with typical daily load profiles 
in a long term where the time of the switching-on and off of the shunt capacitor can be 
predicted. The main disadvantage of this control is that the control has no flexibility to 
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respond to load fluctuation caused by weather, holidays, etc. Voltage controlled 
capacitors are most appropriate when the primary role of the capacitor is for voltage 
support and regulation. Reactive power controlled capacitors are effective when the 
capacitor is intended to minimize the reactive power flow. This work utilizes the voltage 
controlled shunt capacitors. 
For the simulation of automatic voltage controlled shunt capacitor, an appropriate step 
voltage setting needs to be determined. For this purpose an initial study can be performed 
for a fixed value shunt capacitor by switching it in for the entire study period and then 
measuring the difference in voltage with reference to the case without shunt capacitor. 
The voltage controlled shunt capacitors are switched in when the measured voltage is less 
than the desired value beyond the specified bandwidth / dead band. The resulting 
difference is then divided by the step voltage value to get the required number of steps of 
shunt capacitors to be switched in. In order to avoid an unnecessary increase in the 
voltage the result of division is floored to be on the safe side. 
7.2.1 Simulation Results 
The switched shunt capacitors have also been applied at Node-2 and Node-6, one at a 
time. The total available capacity is assumed to be 1 MVar for each of the nodes. For 
node-2 each capacitor step is assumed to be 0.1 MVar which causes a voltage change of 
about 0.0007 per unit; a separate simulation is carried out to investigate the voltage 
changes caused by the insertion of one step capacitance.  For node-6 the each capacitor 
step is taken to be 0.01 MVar, the step is reduced because a step of 0.1 MVar causes a 
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change of 0.007 per unit voltage which is a very large value. The step size of 0.01 MVar 
causes a step change of 0.0007 per unit. The shunt capacitor controller settings are: 
Voltage Set point 
It is the set point which the utility desires to maintain at the node. Selected as 0.995 pu. 
Step Capacitor (Step Voltage) 
It is the amount of reactive power injected by one shunt capacitor. The resultant voltage 
change can be termed as step voltage. For both node-2 and 6, it is 0.0007 per unit. 
Bandwidth 
Bandwidth is the amount of variance allowed in voltage before the capacitor switches in. 
It is set equal to step voltage. 
The case of shunt capacitors also requires re-calculating the voltage references just like 
the case of voltage regulators.  
Figure 7-20 shows a similar trend to that shown in Figure 7-6 (POC voltages for VR at 
node-2). Figure 7-21 shows that shunt capacitors are utilized to their full capacity to 
maintain the voltage and remaining job has been carried out by the EV charging control 
strategy and hence the resultant voltage profile tries to be at the desired value of 0.995 pu. 
Most capacitors switched off in the period of low loading as expected. 
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Figure 7-20 Voltages at POC-A and B, shunt capacitors at Node-2 
 
Figure 7-21 Shunt capacitor steps Node-2 
 
Again Figure 7-22 and Figure 7-23 show similar trend as Figure 7-8 and Figure 7-9. The 
results show that installation of switched shunt capacitors at node-2 coordinated with EV 
charging strategy increased the power draw in the initial period of charging but overall 
fairness is undisturbed. 
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Figure 7-22 Power draw for EVs at POC-A & B, shunt capacitor at Node-2 
 
Figure 7-23 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s, shunt capacitor at Node-2 
 
An overall analysis of the Figure 7-24 to Figure 7-27 revealed that the trend similar to 
shunt capacitor installation at node-2. The shunt capacitors are utilized to their maximum 
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gradually switched off. The power draw curve, however shows that shunt capacitor 
installation at node-6 produced an appreciable change in PD at POC-B while POC-A has 
affected negligibly.  
 
Figure 7-24 Voltages at POC-A and B, shunt capacitors at Node-6 
 
Figure 7-25 Shunt capacitor steps Node-6 
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Figure 7-26 Power draw for EVs at POC-A & B, shunt capacitor at Node-6 
 
 
Figure 7-27 Battery SOC for POCs A’s & B’s, shunt capacitor at Node-6 
 
Figure 7-28 and Figure 7-29 shows that installation of shunt capacitors at each of the 
nodes have increased the overall EV load up to almost 1 AM and then it dropped 
smoothly because of SOC dependency.  
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Figure 7-28 EV load comparison with and without shunt capacitors 
 
 
 
Figure 7-29 Total (EV+Non-EV) load comparison with and without shunt capacitors 
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Table 7-1 shows charging statistics at node-2 and node-6, both in the presence and 
absence of voltage control devices. The difference of charging time between POC-A & 
POC-B, for the base case, found to be 1 hour. In comparison to base case, voltage control 
devices disturbed the fairness, as mentioned earlier, but the maximum disturbance took 
place for the case of voltage regulator at node-2 which makes the difference between 
POC-A & B charging time equals to 1.5 hours which is still 50% less than the basic 
charging scheme. Hence, it can be inferred that voltage control devices can efficiently 
coordinate with the proposed charging strategy. 
Table 7-1 Comparison in terms of time to full charge (in Hours) – SOC-dependent 
scheme with Voltage Control Devices 
 
Case 
Node-02 Node-06 
POC A Mean 
Phase c 
Latest POC B Mean 
Phase c 
Latest 
No Voltage Control Device 5.6 6.9 9.5 4.6 5.8 8.1 
Regulator at Node-2 5.9 7.1 8.9 4.3 5.4 7.3 
Regulator at Node-5 4.8 6.1 8.6 5.3 5.9 7.2 
Regulator at Node-6 5.0 6.1 8.6 6.5 6.4 8.5 
Shunt Cap at Node-2 6.3 7.4 9.1 4.0 5.1 7.4 
Shunt Cap at Node-6 5.1 6.3 8.7 4.1 5.1 7.2 
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8 CHAPTER 8 
IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED CHARGING 
STRATEGY OVER RTDS PLATFORM 
8.1 Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) 
The RTDS solution algorithm represents power system in the basis of nodal analysis 
techniques. In order to calculate the instantaneous voltages at various nodes within the 
system, the inverse conductance matrix is multiplied by a column vector of current 
injections. The conductance matrix is generally a square, rather sparse matrix whose 
entries depend on the circuit components connected to the nodes. The ability to separate 
the conductance matrix into block diagonal pieces enables the simultaneous solution of 
the node voltages associated with each block. This so-called subsystem solution method 
is an important consideration in the parallel processing implemented in the RTDS. Each 
subsystem is simultaneously solved by different portions of the specialized hardware. The 
concept of mathematically isolated subsystems proved to be a significant consideration 
during the development of an interface to the analog simulator. [66] 
The RTDS simulator is a powerful computer that accomplishes the task of real time 
simulation via parallel computation. Using trapezoidal integration and exploiting the 
delay in travelling waves on transmission lines, the system is capable of performing time 
domain simulation at real-time speed using time steps less than 50 micro seconds. Such 
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small time steps enable the RTDS to accurately and reliably simulate power system 
phenomena in the range of 0 to 3 kHz. [66] 
8.2 RTDS Hardware 
The RTDS hardware [67]–[69] is based on digital signal processor (DSP) and reduced 
instruction set computer (RISC) and utilizes advanced parallel processing techniques in 
order to achieve computational speeds required to maintain continuous real-time 
operation. The design is modular so that different power system sizes can be 
accommodated by adding units (racks) to the simulator. Each rack of hardware includes 
both communication and processor cards which are linked together through a common 
communication backplane. In case a network exceeds the capabilities of one rack it can 
be divided into different racks by splitting the network into subsystems and each rack 
then becomes responsible for the calculation of one subsystem. Racks are identical and 
each rack contains three distinct types of cards, namely tandem processor card (TPC), 
workstation interface card (WIC) and inter-rack communication card (IRC). 
8.3 RTDS Software 
There are several levels of software involved with the RTDS simulator. At the lower 
level are the component models that have been optimized for real time operation. The 
highest level of software is the graphical user interface (GUI) known as RSCAD which 
allows simulation circuits to be constructed, run, operated and results to be recorded and 
documented. [68], [69]. 
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8.4 RTDS Applications 
The RTDS technology combines the real-time operating properties of analogue 
simulators with the flexibility and accuracy of digital simulation programs. Due to this, 
the RTDS simulator has found widespread applications in power systems. It is currently 
applied to many areas of development, testing and studying of power system planning, 
feasibility studies, system operation and behavior, integrated protection and control, etc. 
Furthermore, since the RTDS responds in real-time to events initiated through the user 
interface software (i.e. operator's console) it provides an excellent method for training, 
operators and educating engineers in the principles of power system operation. In 
addition, because the RTDS is housed in one or more standard 19 inch cubicles, it can 
conveniently be taken to substation where equipment, such as protective relays, can be 
easily tested. [64 – 67]  
8.5 System Modeling 
The voltage feedback charging strategy proposed in this thesis is validated on RTDS 
platform to check for its applicability in real systems. Note that the available RTDS 
facility at KFUPM is unable to accommodate the entire detailed system and strategy 
models. Therefore, several simplifying assumptions had to be made. The case of same 
plug-in time for all EVs has been utilized.  
In order to perform the simulation test runs, the original distribution system and 
controller structure has to go through following modifications: 
1. The loads at all the nodes / buses should be modeled as unbalanced loads, however 
due to RTDS memory constraints only six nodes can have unbalanced loads. Node # 
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2, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 10 are modeled with unbalanced single phase loads as shown in 
Figure 8-1. The reason for selecting these nodes is that Node # 2 & 10 represent the 
most upstream nodes of all while Node # 5, 6, 7 & 8 represent the most downstream 
nodes of all. The loads at remaining nodes are modeled as shown in Figure 8-2. 
 
Figure 8-1 Unbalanced loads 
 
Figure 8-2 Balanced Loads 
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2. It was not possible in RTDS to include the proportional controller for each EV. 
Hence, for nodes with unbalanced loads, the ten EVs on each phase are lumped 
together i.e. there initial SOCs are added up and a single controller is modeled which 
gives the total power draw for all those EVs at that phase. 
3. For nodes with balanced loads, SOCs are added together up for every ten EVs and 
then the resultant three lumped SOCs are averaged out. Finally a single controller is 
implemented which takes the average measured voltage of the three phases and 
correspondingly calculates power draw for ten EVs which are actually for thirty EVs 
due to balanced loadings. 
4. In order to suppress any possible undesirable oscillations in the controller response, 
a rate limiter is applied to the EV power draw signal of the charge controller. The 
maximum rate limit is fixed at 100% of EV power draw because in RTDS every 
simulation run gives a transient response at the initial instant which is a very low 
value and then it gradually builds up to attain the actual value. This change was 
found to be from 0 to 100% of PD and hence RLmax fixed as 100%. Now in absence 
of lower limit or a very high value of lower limit of -100% causes abrupt 
fluctuations in power draw signal which affected the voltage profile and sometimes 
the voltage falls below to the setpoint. Hence, various values are tried between 1% to 
100%. By trial and error 50% was found to be the maximum value at which 
considerable reduction in fluctuations took place. While minimum value was found 
to be 5% that causes much improved performance and overall flatter power draw 
signal for specified hour. Values are also tested below 5% but they did not show 
much improvement. 
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Figure 8-3 EV charging controller at nodes with unbalanced loads 
 
Figure 8-4 EV charging controller at nodes with balanced loads  
 
8.6 Simulation Results 
As RTDS is a platform different from SIMULINK, it is logical to perform a new 
calculation for moving averages for 14 days to determine the new reference voltages for 
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EVs at all nodes. Following the same algorithm, the calculated voltage references are 
given in Table 8-1. 
Table 8-1 Voltage Set Points for Fair Charging for Phases A, B, and C - RTDS 
Node Set Point Node Set Point 
1 --- 10 0.9878,0.9881,0.9879 
2 0.9912,0.9915,0.9913 11 0.9868,0.9870,0.9869 
3 0.9832,0.9838,0.9834 12 0.9864,0.9866,0.9865 
4 0.9830,0.9837,0.9833 13 0.9861,0.9863,0.9862 
5 0.9691,0.9704,0.9697 14 0.9863,0.9866,0.9864 
6 0.9668,0.9680,0.9674 15 0.9867,0.9870,0.9868 
7 0.9662,0.9678,0.9672 16 0.9869,0.9871,0.9870 
8 0.9659,0.9675,0.9664 17 0.9868,0.9870,0.9869 
9 0.9911,0.9913,0.9912 18 0.9868,0.9870,0.9869 
 
The simulation results obtained in this chapter clearly validate the results presented for 
case # 1 (Chapter-5, same plug-in time). The results shown below have shown absolutely 
the same trend as evident from Simulink based simulations. All the RTDS simulations are 
performed on hourly data from ERCOT data base. 
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8.6.1 Opportunistic Charging 
 
Figure 8-5 Voltage profile at node 2, using opportunistic charging 
 
Figure 8-6 Voltage profile at node 6, using opportunistic charging 
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Figure 8-7 Total load at node 2, using opportunistic charging 
 
 
 
Figure 8-8 Total load at node 2, using opportunistic charging 
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8.6.2 Basic Proportional Charging 
 
Figure 8-9 Voltage profile at node 2, using basic proportional control with flat voltage set 
points  
 
 
Figure 8-10 Voltage profile at node 6, using basic proportional control with flat voltage 
set points 
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Figure 8-11 Total load at node 2, using basic proportional control with flat voltage set 
points 
 
Figure 8-12 Total load at node 6, using basic proportional control with flat voltage set 
points 
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Figure 8-13 Average battery SOC at node 2, using basic proportional control with flat 
voltage ref 
 
Figure 8-14 Average battery SOC at node 6, using basic proportional control with flat 
voltage ref 
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8.6.3 More Fair, SOC-dependent Charging 
 
Figure 8-15 Voltage profile at node 2, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
 
 
 
Figure 8-16 Voltage profile at node 6, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
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Figure 8-17 Total load at node 2 using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8-18 Total load at node 6 using fair, SOC-dependent proportional control 
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Figure 8-19 Average battery SOC at node 2, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional 
control 
 
 
 
Figure 8-20 Average battery SOC at node 6, using fair, SOC-dependent proportional 
control 
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Table 8-2 Comparison in terms of average time to full charge 
Control Scheme 
Average time at 
Node 2 (hr) 
Average time at 
Node 6 (hr) 
Difference 
between earliest 
and latest (hr) Phase a Phase b Phase c Phase a Phase b Phase c 
Flat Vref 2.1 2.3 2.3 11 10.9 10.9 8.9 
SOC-dependent 10.4 10.4 10.1 9.7 9.9 9.7 0.7 
 
 
Figure 8-5 to Figure 8-20 have same trend and implications as already discussed in 
Simulink based simulations in Chapter-5. These results again prove that the proposed 
strategy has advantages of maintaining a flatter voltage profile along with ensuring 
fairness of charging among EVs connected to upstream nodes and those connected to 
downstream nodes. 
Figure 8-21 and Figure 8-22 show that limiting the drop in power draw to 5% actually 
results in a flatter load profile and also charges the EVs more quickly as compare to 50%. 
The reduction in rate limit also attains a more stable voltage profile at the nodes which 
helps to stabilize the system.    
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Figure 8-21 Aggregate EV charging load for the distribution system 
 
 
 
Figure 8-22 Total load (EV + non-EV) for the distribution system 
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9 CHAPTER 9 
PROGRAM TO INCENTIVIZE EV OWNER 
As far as the simulation results are concerned, the proposed EV charging strategy has 
proved to be beneficial to support the utility company in terms of voltage support, 
flattening load profile and charging the EVs in the allotted time window of 12 hours. This 
charging strategy focuses those electric vehicles which are charged at homes. These 
electric vehicles are available for more time as compared to the EVs which needs 
charging during travelling. 
However, for the charging strategy proposed in this thesis, the EV owners usually have 
no such urgency, except for those who have low preferred ECT. The EV owners who 
reach their home after work will park their EVs in their garage and then most expectedly, 
they will re-drive them till the next morning. Thus, if an EV is idle for such long time 
interval of almost 12 hours then why the owner should pay the charges to charge it faster. 
Hence, this scheme seems to be very practical and friendly from both EV owner and 
distribution company. Moreover, this scheme is “aggregator-less” EV owner is directly 
associated with the distribution company, to make this scheme favorable and appreciable 
among EV owners certain basic incentives can be implemented. 
The distribution company can incentivize the EV owners for their active participation in 
this program as this will lead to a more stable and more efficient distribution system. It is 
quite evident that distribution system has no obligations to promote the use of EVs but 
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incentivizing the EV owners will consequently lead to a well maintained distribution 
system.  
The main focus of the distribution company is to maintain the nodal voltage profiles and 
equipment loading levels within permissible. Thus this work has devised an incentivizing 
scheme based on the impact of EV charging over overall voltage profile. Here again two 
extreme cases are considered; the most upstream node (Node # 2) and one of the most 
downstream nodes (Node # 6).  
The system is tested by providing all EVs a fixed ECT and hence a value of minimum PD 
based on the rule defined in Section 4.5 (Equation 3 and 4). The system is tested with 
three different ECTs between 3 and 7 hours. The idea is to investigate how the ECT 
preference will affect the system’s voltage profile. This analysis will be utilized to decide 
how the tariff will be altered to incentivize those owners which are utilizing ECT that is 
favorable to the system’s voltage profile. Here, it is worth mentioning that TOU has 
already been incorporated in randomizing the EV plug-in time. 
 
Figure 9-1 Voltages at Node-2 Phase-b for different ECT levels for all EVs 
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Figure 9-2 Voltages at Node-6 Phase-b for different ECT levels for all EVs 
Figure 9-1 and Figure 9-2 show that the 5 hours is the minimum ECT at which the EV 
charging is still maintaining voltage lower permissible limit of 0.95 pu. By making use of 
the Table 5-4, the maximum ECT level is selected as 7 hours, as the average charging 
time is around 6 hours. And results related to 7 hours show that the voltage profile is well 
above the minimum level. 
On the basis of these results and analysis, a generalized incentive plan is proposed as 
follows: 
1. EVs with no preference will be given a 50% discount of the actual energy price. 
2. EVs with preferred ECT of 7 hours will be given a 40% discount of the actual energy 
price. 
3. EVs with preferred ECT of between 6 and 7 hours will be given a 30% discount of 
the actual energy price. 
4. EVs with preferred ECT of between 5 and 6 hours will be given a 20% discount of 
the actual energy price. 
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5. EVs with preferred ECT below 5 hours will be charged actual energy price. 
On the basis of the above mentioned incentive plan, an analysis was carried out to 
determine the income of the distribution system operator. The analysis carried out on 
node # 2 for total load i.e. both EV load and Non-EV load. This analysis took into 
consideration the TOU tariff from 7pm to 7am. The tariff was taken as 12.551 cents/kWh 
between 7am to 7pm and 10.830 cents/kWh between 7pm to 7am [70]. The total income 
for whole day, from node # 2, with and without discount, is found to be $219,150 and 
$240,000 respectively. It shows that by giving a 50% discount to EV owners, the 
decrease in the income is approximately 7%. 
The actual amount of discount is not such straight forward but still it serves as a first step 
to begin with. Actually, the discount can be based upon several important factors such as 
scheduled maintenance cost of the system, cost of the voltage control devices, cost of the 
breakdown maintenance etc. 
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10 CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis has proposed an effective, autonomous, voltage-based control scheme for 
charging electric vehicles. This control scheme, though requires no real-time 
communication, effectively coordinates charging among the EVs connected to the 
distribution nodes in a fair manner so that voltage violations are avoided. The new 
scheme also results in a flattened EV charging profile. In addition to the local voltage 
level, the proposed scheme takes into account the battery SOC and the EV owner’s 
preference (if any) of end-of-charge time. The proposed scheme is tested for different 
contingencies that expected to occur, and the simulation results proved its robustness and 
stability. It is also noteworthy that this scheme efficiently coordinates with the voltage 
control devices and maintains the basic purpose of avoiding voltage violations and flat 
load profile along with fairness among EVs. The proposed scheme is validated through 
RTDS platform which makes it more reliable and favorable for real time implementation. 
As it is evident that the proposed control strategy is robust and efficient to serve the 
specified purpose, there are two additional aspects that can serve as future research work 
in its continuation. 
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1. The existing strategy deals with uni-directional power flow from grid to EV. It can be 
extended to implement bi-directional V2G by allowing PD to be negative when measured 
voltage falls below the reference value contrary to the existing case when PD becomes 
zero when measured voltage is less than reference voltage. 
2. The same strategy can be tested and modified, if needed, for a distribution system 
containing distributed generators. 
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